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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to propose a candidate for con-
sideration as a computational principle for cognitive devel-
opment in autonomous robots. The candidate in question is
the theory of Cortical Software Re-Use (CSRU) and we will
make the case in this paper that it provides a mechanism
for the incremental construction of cognitive and language
systems from simpler sensory-motor components.
1. Introduction
There is a growing view among robotics researchers
that to be truly intelligent, robots need to be capable of
autonomous mental development [18, 22]. If the goal is
to build complete, integrated systems that can operate at
human levels of performance, we must find appropriate
methodologies that allow us to scale both the size and com-
plexity of their behavioral repertoires [18]. One obvious
source of inspiration is the process of human cognitive de-
velopment. Among the attractive features of a developmen-
tal approach are its open-endedness, its biological plausibil-
ity, and the incrementally increasing behavioral complexity
in a principled way. There is, we believe, a gradual trend in
robotics research away from off-line, pre-programmed sys-
tem design and construction to a more epigenetic approach.
The hope is that within this paradigm, increasingly more
complex cognitive structures will emerge in these systems
as a result of interactions with the physical and social envi-
ronment [24].
Much work to date on implementing a developmental
methodology for robots has been derived from the classi-
cal paradigms of developmental psychology [7, 8, 18]. The
terms of description are behavioral and cognitive: develop-
mental stages, accommodation and assimilation of behav-
ior, and so on. The current focus of much of this research
is on finding a way to specify these concepts at a neural
and implementational level. For example, one group of
robotics researchers has taken the skills acquired in learn-
ing to foveate a target and re-used them in the execution
of reaching and head movements [18]. Another strand of
research has explored how intentionality emerges from a
process of learning goal-method associations [7], and how
communication develops on the basis of joint attention in-
volving gaze and deixis [7, 18]. However, all of these ef-
forts are quite task specific, and cannot be used as a general
developmental framework. What is needed, therefore, is
the specification of a general, implementable developmen-
tal methodology capable of supporting the gradual devel-
opment of higher cognitive functions from simpler compo-
nents. An appropriate developmental methodology should
fulfill the following criteria:
  provide a mechanism for constructing more complex
behaviors from simpler components;
  be specified at behavioral, computational, and neural
levels;
  be capable of accounting for the emergence of higher
level cognitive functions (i.e. cognition, planning, lan-
guage).
We propose a candidate framework in the form of Cortical
Software Re-Use (CSRU) theory.
2. CSRU principles
The central concept of the theory, that of “software re-
use”, is borrowed from the field of software engineering.
Put simply, it states that dynamical neural processes from
the sensory-motor areas of the brain provide the computa-
tional building blocks for higher level functions up to and
including those involved in cognition and language. Within
this framework, creative cognition can be viewed as the ap-
propriation of computational resources from one domain
and their application to another.
The principles of CSRU were first elaborated by Reilly
[14, 17] to account for syntax acquisition in terms of the re-
use of a motor program for complex action sequences. They
are:
  Cortical “algorithms” for language processing and
cognition are derived from, and built upon, those from
the sensory-motor domain. According to this view,
cortical circuits that are involved in the planning of
motor movements, say, can be exploited during reason-
ing, and not necessarily when reasoning about move-
ment. This process is the basis for the simplest form of
cortical re-use. An example of how this might work is
given in section 3.1.
  The functioning of these algorithms is mediated by re-
ciprocal projections between sensory, motor, associa-
tion, and prefrontal areas. The direction of influence is
from the sensory and motor regions to the higher corti-
cal regions, because the circuitry in the sensory-motor
areas consolidates and matures earlier, and that of the
prefrontal area remains plastic the longest.
  The style of computation is a form of dynamical con-
straint satisfaction, where patterns of neuronal firing
from connected regions mutually influence one an-
other through a process of resonance and harmoniza-
tion. In computational terms one can think of two res-
onant dynamical patterns as being equivalent to the ap-
plication of a function designed for one domain (e.g.,
sensory-motor) to a new domain (e.g., cognitive). The
last two principles lay the foundation for a complex
form of dynamical re-use, referred as asymmetric cell
assemblies collaboration (section 3.2).
If we are to build neurally inspired complex artificial sys-
tems, it is essential to identify the fundamental computa-
tional building blocks. Such a basic component is likely to
be intrinsic, emerging early in development, and not requir-
ing the intervention of learning, at least in its initial form.
The neural primitive proposed by CSRU is the collabora-
tive cell assembly (CCA). Here, software re-use indicates
that the developing partner in a collaboration is able to re-
use the repertoire of cell assemblies already established in
the more developed cortical regions. What is new about this
proposal is that it focuses on the interaction between these
types of cell assembly and the possible role that develop-
ment may play in this interaction. CSRU makes a distinc-
tion between collaborations involving cell assemblies that
are equally well developed, and those in which one partner
in the collaboration is more developed than the other. We
refer to the former as symmetric collaboration and the latter
as asymmetric. In the later case, there is the possibility for
the less well developed cell assembly to exploit the func-
tionality of the more developed one. We illustrate in the
following sections how these computations may take place.
3. CSRU developmental methodology
We have proposed above three criteria that a develop-
mental methodology should fulfill if it aims to be applied
to cognitive development in robots. We believe that such
a methodology can and should be grounded in a psycho-
logical account of human development, be neurally plau-
sible, and computationally implementable. For example,
the concepts underlying CSRU have been around in various
guises for some time. The notion of re-use is very much
in harmony with adaptation-driven design principles found
in both evolution and development [10]. Cell assemblies
are envisaged along the lines proposed by Hebb and later
Pulvermu¨ller [4, 13]. What is new about CSRU and what
makes it a feasible developmental methodology, is that it
describes development in relatively explicit neural terms.
We propose below, two forms of re-use, which, we main-
tain, give us the computational means ultimately for devel-
opment of cognitive capabilities.
3.1. Neighborhood collaboration
A key issue for CSRU is how relevant perceptuo-motor
functions are selected or “indexed” for re-use by higher-
level functions. CSRU assumes the indexing to be domain
or content independent, relying on the relatedness of neu-
ronal firing patterns at an abstract structural level. There-
fore, there need not necessarily be a “semantic” connection
between the re-used component and its new application. An
illustrative example is the proposal by Greenfield [3] re-
garding the dual function of Broca’s area. She observed
parallels in the developmental complexity of speech and ob-
ject manipulation of children aged 11-36 months. Using
evidence from neurology, neuropsychology, child develop-
ment, and animal studies, she argued that the two processes
are built upon an initially common neurological foundation,
which then divides into separate specialized areas as devel-
opment progresses.
CSRU theory [14, 17] was used to provide a simulation
account of how the motor programs developed for object
manipulation might be re-used for language syntax. The
hypothesis of the simulation was that there is some com-
putational benefit from constructing a language processing
system on a pre-existing motor control system. To test
this hypothesis, a motor and speech task have been se-
lected and implemented within a connectionist framework.
In the first phase, the hierarchical structures of the motric
Figure 1. The relative effects on performance
of learning a language production task with a
simple recurrent network, when different pre-
training regimes are applied.
and linguistic representations were encoded using a recur-
sive auto-associative memory (RAAM) [11]. Second, the
RAAM goal representations were fed into a simple recur-
rent network (SRN), which had to generate the appropriate
sequence of actions as output. The motor representations
encoded the actions carried out to nest a set of cups of vary-
ing sizes, by using different strategies (see [3]). A general
representational structure of the form (  actor   action 

acted upon  ) was used. The output speech actions par-
alleled that of object assembly, and were generated based
on a sample of simple utterances taken from the Higginson
corpus [5] (for more details see [17]).
The question of re-usability was operationalized by look-
ing for a training advantage when the recurrent network was
pre-trained on the object assembly task prior to learning the
language task. A number of control conditions were imple-
mented: random initialization of the language network, pre-
training the network on input with similar numerical prop-
erties to the object assembly task, pre-training the network
with the language production task first.
Figure 1 shows the average performance of several SRN
networks on learning a simple language corpus, when dif-
ferent pre-conditioning regimes were applied. The bottom
line shows that pretraining on an object assembly task is
more advantageous than the other control conditions in fa-
cilitating the emergence of a simple syntax capability.
In the case of Greenfield’s proposal, re-use actually in-
volves exploiting more or less the same cortical region. The
selection of re-usable functions from one domain for re-use
in another is based, at least in part, on structural isomor-
phism, possibly supported by resonance between the firing
patterns of the re-using and re-used cortical regions. To-
pographic proximity is also obviously a factor. Therefore,
in Greenfield’s case, at some level of abstraction there is
an isomorphism between the neuronal activity underlying
motor sequence planning and speech planning. The child’s
emerging speech capability indexes relevant functions of
the motor planning system by virtue of this structural iso-
morphism, and exploits them during development. This is
re-use in its simplest form. Recent work on the mathemat-
ical foundations of the CSRU theory have established the
basis of a more complex form of re-use: collaborative cell
assemblies [15].
3.2. Asymmetric collaboration
A key challenge to implementing a developmental
methodology is translating behavioral level accounts into
neurocomputational ones. CSRU helps bridge the gap by
using a mathematical framework that in the last decade has
been increasingly exploited as a means of understanding
brain function both at a neural and cognitive level. A dy-
namical systems theory account of cognition sees cognitive
processes as behavioral patterns of non-linear dynamical
systems [12]. Previous work in our group has focused on
developing a simulation environment for networks of spik-
ing neurons [9], which now allows us to explore properties
of dynamical neural systems which are essential to under-
standing CSRU computations, such as: synchronization of
firing patterns, and selection of re-usable modules on the
base of resonance and structural isomorphism.
Asymmetric collaboration is based on a computational
mechanism, by which neuronal units are capable not only of
learning and reproducing a pattern but, more importantly, of
creating new types of behavior by superimposing (or apply-
ing some other type of linear or nonlinear combining rule)
patterns it is exposed to. More specifically, the periodic be-
havior displayed by one or more neural assemblies from the
relatively well-developed area (a motor area in our case) is
used as an input for a network in a developing area (cog-
nitive function areas) and by adapting the synaptic weights
of the ”student network” the oscillator is capable of com-
pounding the inputs into a more complex pattern. Current
work is underway to implement a small-scale simulation of
the dynamics in two neural populations, as an example of
asymmetrically collaborating cell assemblies. Our specific
focus is on motor sequence learning and reproduction (see
section 5).
We have argued so far that CSRU can provide a neural-
level account for aspects of the development of syntax pro-
duction by using existent motor programs. Furthermore, we
propose that the collaborative cell assemblies framework
can support the development of deferred imitation and in-
tentional search in robots. Before we turn to the issue of in-
cremental development of delayed imitation and planning,
we need to discuss a critical problem in building robots that
imitate.
4. Visuo-motor mapping from re-use perspec-
tive
An essential problem in learning by imitation is how to
map an observed action to the appropriate motor commands
[1, 8]. While the CSRU paradigm proposes that one can
develop complex cognitive capabilities from a repertoire of
sensory-motor programs, there is still the issue of how this
basic repertoire of sensory-motor programs (e.g., eye-hand
coordination) is acquired. In the following, we present our
approach to modeling a learning process for the acquisition
of a basic imitative skill.
Results from neurophysiological studies of the visual
analysis of motion have established the existence of a spe-
cial pathway for processing the direction of movement (i.e.,
the dorsal pathway) [6]. Furthermore, it has been shown
that at all stages of motor control, the activity of a substan-
tial percentage of movement-related neurons depends upon
the direction of movement (i.e., involve direction selective
cells) [6].
Our idea was to use the motion selective cell as the basic
information-processing element from which are built neural
networks capable of visuo-motor control. Thus, subsequent
activation of the motion selective cells placed along the
chain of areas involved in processing and controlling mo-
tion, implements a low-level mechanism for the transmis-
sion of directional information. At two end-points of this
perceptuo-motor communication system we implemented
neural mechanisms that encode the motion direction into the
firing patterns of directionally selective populations of neu-
rons [16]. Self-organized learning emerges from the cor-
related firing of the vision and motor neurons through the
means of spike-timing dependent plasticity [20]. A learning
step consists of the following sequence of processes: (1) a
command to move in a random direction is generated by the
motor network and maintained for a certain time interval by
the population of neurons tuned to this direction; (2) the eye
tracks the moving hand and the motion selective cells from
the visual system signal the direction; (3) a cortical pathway
transmits the resulting firing pattern from the visual to the
motor control areas; (4) if the arrival of pre-synaptic sen-
sory spikes coincides with a post-synaptic activity of motor
neurons coding this particular direction, then an increase of
the connection strength results. After training is performed,
a strong connection forms from the visual to the motor area,
coupling selectively the neural assemblies which have sim-
ilar preferred directions of movement. The formation of
this pathway facilitates the execution of a movement guided
only by visual neural activity [16].
The learning process envisaged above is inspired by the
sensorimotor stages that an infant progresses through to de-
velop eye-hand coordination. Within the Piagetian view, the
beginnings of imitation appear as the child becomes capable
of coordinating hand movements with the incoming visual
information, and masters the imitation of hand movements
of others. When executing movements during the early
motor-babbling period, infants perceive and learn contin-
gencies between the motor activity and the visual image of
their actions, hence the simultaneous moving and tracking
of an arm can provide the context for the learning process
outlined above.
This model supports a particular view on the neurophys-
iological control of movement. Recent debates on the re-
lation between oculomotor and limb motor control systems
advance the hypothesis that eye and hand movements are
subject to similar control mechanisms and that gaze (i.e.,
extraretinal information) provides the signal for target limb
motion [2]. We believe that our model provides computa-
tional support for the emergence of eye-hand coordination.
Specifically, we have obtained an example of “indexing” of
a motor set of neurons controlling directionality by another
set of neurons which analyze motion direction. Putting it
in more general terms, this example supports the thesis that
gaze or eye movement neural activity can be “re-used” to
control the movement of a limb. From this approach, the
conversion of gaze direction into a directionally oriented
limb motion do not represent a transformation problem any-
more, and become a problem of finding the means for col-
laboration between active cell assemblies. As support for
this thesis, we can cite another example of a developmen-
tal process described in [18]. Constructing a system that
first learns to foveate a visual target and then “re-use” the
saccade map to achieve ballistic reaching provides a com-
pelling example of how motor programs for eye movements
(i.e. developed earlier) can provide the computational sup-
port for the later acquisition of visually-guided reaching.
5. CSRU in developing delayed imitation and
planning
Once the basis for immediate action imitation has been
established (as described in the previous section), the next
developmental stage involves learning complex motor se-
quences and developing a memory for their representation.
From an epigenetic view, deferred imitation marks a pro-
gression to the fourth stage of development in human in-
fants, exploiting the functionality of working memory. Dur-
ing this fourth stage, the child also begins to show behavior
in which means are clearly differentiated from ends [23].
Infants at nine months of age, are able to search for hidden
objects, push aside obstacles and use tools to retrieve dis-
tant objects. Our interests reside in modeling the processes
that support a parallel development of delayed imitation and
intentional, goal-directed behavior.
Essential for articulating a computational approach is
that this development occurs gradually and usually by using
unplanned forward search with solutions often emerging by
accident in the course of trying out several familiar activi-
ties [23]. The robot - like the infant - should be able to learn
causal relations between commands to its motor region and
visual inputs while trying out a sequence of sensory-guided
actions (e.g., imitating actions) until eventually a goal is
reached. If this succession of actions is externally rewarded,
than the system reinforces it and creates a memory repre-
sentation of the profitable means-effect association. Trough
this behavioral adaptation, the agent makes the transition to
a stage where preparation and planning of the movements
occurs. In infants, planned behavior requires the capacity to
organize intentional behavior, defined as: trying to achieve a
goal by selecting from among alternative actions, correcting
for errors and stopping when the goal is attained [23]. Simi-
lar epigenetic approaches have been implemented in several
robotic systems, for development of imitative skills [8], in-
tentionality and communication [7].
Current work of our group is focused on implementing
the means of asymmetric collaboration and reinforcement
learning on a special type of cognitive architecture, to sup-
port the emergence of internally initiated, goal-directed se-
quences of actions.
5.1. Incremental cognitive architecture
Considering the nature of the processes that we want
to account for, the neurobiologically inspired architecture
should involve a sensory (visual or perceptive) input gate-
way and the frontal lobes’ motor and executive areas. We
propose a special type of connectionist architecture, which
we refer to as an incremental cognitive architecture. The in-
cremental nature relies on the characteristic that some of its
components start fully developed and functional, while oth-
ers will be progressively recruited and became operational
by a process of dynamical collaboration, involving synchro-
nization and resonance between the firing patterns of the
source and target domains. Among the first modules devel-
oped will be those of the visual cortex, proprioceptive area,
dorsal premotor and primary motor cortex. The latter may
include the supplementary motor area and dorsal prefrontal
cortex. Conceptually, incremental learning is similar to the
recruitment learning algorithm applied for eaxmple to con-
ceptual binding [19], except that incremental learning leads
to recruitment of entire neural populations for executing a
new, emergent function, rather than recruiting single nodes
for representing new items. Furthermore, recruitment in the
re-use framework is a large-scale, rather than single unit
phenomena, which emerges from the nonlinear interaction
between coupled networks displaying periodic behavior.
An incremental architecture favors the development of
complex behavioral programs in a cascade manner: the
activity from the low-level functional modules is applied
Figure 2. Incremental developmental model.
PMd stands for the dorsal premotor cortex,
M1 is the primary motor cortex, SMA the sup-
plementary motor area, BG the basal ganglia,
and DLPFC the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
The thick lines designate the cortico-basal
ganglia loops via thalamus. Note that the vi-
sual areas are not represented here.
through cortical connections as a teaching signal to the os-
cillations occurring spontaneously in the higher modules
(e.g., SMA, DLPFC). The essential quality of the later de-
veloping areas is that the neural populations from here are
capable not only of learning the input pattern, but more
importantly, are able to abstract a more general and com-
pressed form of behavior, by applying some type of nonlin-
ear combining rule to the patterns they are exposed to. In
this process the reciprocal connectivity - from the earlier to
the later developed areas and vice versa - plays an essential
role. The basal-ganglia through its cortico-thalamic loops
implements the means of reinforcement learning [21].
This architecture is “unfolded” in a developmental model
with three stages (Figure 2), each corresponding to new be-
havioral and cognitive acquisitions. A new stage incorpo-
rates the achievements of the previous developmental phase
and mirrors the recruitment of a new functional module
through the means of asymmetric collaboration. Our cur-
rent and future work focus on implementing this develop-
mental model in a simulated robot and testing the implica-
tions of our theory.
6. Conclusions
We have presented on-going research on the implemen-
tation of a developmental methodology dedicated to the de-
sign of intelligent robotic systems. Our approach is based
on the cortical software re-use concept, that involve the con-
struction of cognitive functions on a foundation of sensory-
motor programs. Two forms of re-use (e.g., neighborhood
collaboration and asymmetrically collaborative cell assem-
blies) have been described at the neural level, giving us, we
maintain, the computational means for development of cog-
nitive capabilities. It remains to be seen how further models
will confirm or correct the implications of CSRU theory.
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